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Abstract
?The Doctrine about ?Huang Di not Exist? was presented in the early twentieth century along with the 
evolution of so-called ?Talk about Write off Yao Shun Yu? ????supported by ?Interrogative for 
Ancient? School both in Japan and China.  
?On the other hand, culture and history of the Old & New Stone Ages has become more evident through 
Archaeological Excavation vastly executed in more than ten thousand places since the beginning of the 
twentieth century, the foundation of the People?s Republic of China in particular.
?Although ?Interrogative for Ancient? School? ? ? ? ?s assertion depended upon The Doctrine 
about ?Layered History of Chinese Ancient?, most of which Documents in Pre-Qin????Dynasty 
regarded dubious, totally collapsed by the real literature (books written on silks and bamboo slips) dug 
out in those places, and by the careful study of those excavations demonstrating true Chinese culture. 
?By the national project called ?Xia Shang Zhou Chronology Project????????????executed 
through 1996-2000, each era of Xia, Shang, Zhou was mostly decided, and this also meant a road map to 
the collapse of ?Interrogative for Ancient? School.
?In this thesis I investigate the actual and historical conditions about Huang Di?s dynasty by means of 
inspecting a large quantity of his material which existed from Pre-Qin Dynasty to Qin & Han ????
Dynasty, and I regard Wudi Benji?????? in Si Maqian?s <Shiji> (??? <?? >?as the most 
fundamental materials of them all. Thus, I start with the analysis of <Wudi Benji>.  It is significant in 
order to resolve the question in controversy for me to compare <Wudi Benji> with <Guoyu> ????
Jinyu 4,??? <Yizhoushu> ?????and <Dadaili> ?????in particular which Si Maqian used 
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